
BBQ: Look At My Awesome Life 
Experimental rulez and design 

by Jip Philips and Borus Fortuin

Ronald Swiddles
-darkness impersonated-

6

6

The neighbor to the left has 0

Ronald Swiddles
-darkness impersonated-

The neighbor to the right has 0

7

7

Switch the places of two 
adjacent neighbors.

10

10

Bruce Jockston
-local hoodlum-

Switch the places of two Switch the places of two 
adjacent neighbors.

11

11

Bruce Jockston
-local hoodlum-

Switch the places of two 
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Switch the places of two 
adjacent neighbors.

12

12

Bruce Jockston
-local hoodlum-

Switch the places of two Switch the places of two 
adjacent neighbors.

13

13

Bruce Jockston
-local hoodlum-

Switch the places of two Switch the places of two 
adjacent neighbors.

14

14

Bruce Jockston
-local hoodlum-

Switch the places of two 

   is 2 when next to a blue neighbor.   is 2 when next to a blue neighbor.

20

20
Papi Ramirez

-retired womanizer-

   is 2 when next to a blue neighbor.   is 2 when next to a blue neighbor.

21

21
Papi Ramirez

-retired womanizer-

   is 2 when next to a blue neighbor.   is 2 when next to a blue neighbor.

22

22
Papi Ramirez

-retired womanizer-

Papi Ramirez
-retired womanizer-

   is 2 when next to a blue neighbor.   is 2 when next to a blue neighbor.

23

23

   is 2 when next to a blue neighbor.   is 2 when next to a blue neighbor.

24

24

Papi Ramirez
-retired womanizer-

25

25

Sarah Dahm
-model mom-

Both neighbors next to Sarah have 0  Both neighbors next to Sarah have 0  
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26

26

Sarah Dahm
-model mom-

Both neighbors next to Sarah have 0  Both neighbors next to Sarah have 0  

27

27

Both neighbors next to Sarah have 0  

Sarah Dahm
-model mom-

Both neighbors next to Sarah have 0  

30

30

+1       for every other yellow neighbor 
in your picture.

Something
-...-

+1       for every other yellow neighbor 

Bizzy T-Bo
-meaty rapper-

31

31

+1       for every other purple neighbor 
in your picture.
+1       for every other purple neighbor 

32

32

+1       for every other green neighbor in 
your picture.

Slit
-local renegade-

+1       for every other green neighbor in 

33

33

+1       for every other red neighbor in 
your picture.

Ellie Coales
-too hot to handle-

+1       for every other red neighbor in 

34

34

+1       for every other blue neighbor in 
your picture.

Joanne
-military mom-

+1       for every other blue neighbor in 

40

40

Look at another player’s hand. You may 
choose to exchange a neighbor. 

Offi cer Carl
-neighborhood detective-

41

41

Look at another player’s hand. You may 
choose to exchange a neighbor. 

Offi cer Carl
-neighborhood detective-
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42

42

Look at another player’s hand. You may 
choose to exchange a neighbor. 

Offi cer Carl
-neighborhood detective-

43

43

Look at another player’s hand. You may 
choose to exchange a neighbor. 

Offi cer Carl
-neighborhood detective-

44

44

Mom
-...-

45

45
Mom
-...-

46

46
Mom
-...-

47

47

For you, Stray Dog (stuff card) awards
+2      instead of -2 

Dogwalker Jenkins
-walking his dog-

+2      instead of -2 

50

50

-1       for every other yellow neighbor in 
your picture.

Alan Glitter
-shining as ever-

-1       for every other yellow neighbor in 

51

51

-1       for every other purple neighbor in 
your picture.

Something
-...-

-1       for every other purple neighbor in 

52

52

-1       for every other green neighbor in 
your picture.

Billy Young
-beers, steaks, women-

-1       for every other green neighbor in 
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53

53

-1       for every other red neighbor in 
your picture.

Hubert Piscally
-a.k.a. King Pong-

-1       for every other red neighbor in 

54

54

-1       for every other blue neighbor in 
your picture.

James Christoffelson
-culinary poet-

-1       for every other blue neighbor in 

55

55

Dan
-the ice cream man-

Both neighbors next to Dan have double 

56

56

Both neighbors next to Dan have double 

Dan
-the ice cream man-

Switch the places of two 
adjacent neighbors.

60

60
Stacey Dahm
-#nofi lter artist-

Switch the places of two Switch the places of two 
adjacent neighbors.

61

61
Stacey Dahm
-#nofi lter artist-

Switch the places of two 

Switch the places of two 
adjacent neighbors.

62

62

Stacey Dahm
-#nofi lter artist-

Switch the places of two Switch the places of two 
adjacent neighbors.

63

63

Stacey Dahm
-#nofi lter artist-

Switch the places of two    is 4 when next to a blue neighbor.   is 4 when next to a blue neighbor.

Baby Jiddleton
-cute as can be-

64

64
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Baby Jiddleton
-cute as can be-

65

65

   is 4 when next to a blue neighbor.   is 4 when next to a blue neighbor.

Baby Jiddleton
-cute as can be-

66

66

   is 4 when next to a blue neighbor.   is 4 when next to a blue neighbor.

67

67

Baby Jiddleton
-cute as can be-

   is 4 when next to a blue neighbor.   is 4 when next to a blue neighbor.

   is 0 when next to a blue neighbor

70

70
Troy Jackson Jr.

-hillbilly arsonist-

   is 0 when next to a blue neighbor

71

71
Troy Jackson Jr.

-hillbilly arsonist-

   is 0 when next to a blue neighbor   is 0 when next to a blue neighbor

72

72
Troy Jackson Jr.

-hillbilly arsonist-

   is 0 when next to a blue neighbor   is 0 when next to a blue neighbor

73

73

Troy Jackson Jr.
-hillbilly arsonist-

   is 0 when next to a blue neighbor   is 0 when next to a blue neighbor

74

74

Nobody gets the Stuff(card) this turn.

Butcher Bill
-his grill, his rules-

75

75

Nobody gets the Stuff(card) this turn.

Butcher Bill
-his grill, his rules-
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Counts as every color when in a picture.

80

80

Harry Swiddles
-serenity to the MAX-

Counts as every color when in a picture.

81

81

Harry Swiddles
-serenity to the MAX-

May also be placed next to any 
yellow neighbor.

1

1

Elderly Bystander
-slowing by-

May also be placed next to any 
purple neighbor.

2

2

Rowdy Bystander
-showing off-

May also be placed next to any 
green neighbor.

3

3

That Button Kid
-showing buttons-

May also be placed next to any 
red neighbor.

4

4

Troy Jackson Sr.
-showing up-

May also be placed next to any 
blue neighbor.

5

5

Complaining Bystander
-showing authority-
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Other players cannot           your 
blue neighbors.

+5      if you end the game with more 
blue neighbors in your hand than any 

other player.

You
-you are blue-

+5      if you end the game with more 

Other players cannot           your 
blue neighbors.

+5      if you end the game with more 

You
-you are blue-

You
-you are red-

Other players cannot           your 
red neighbors.

+5      if you end the game with more 
red neighbors in your hand than any 

other player.

You
-you are red-

Other players cannot           your 
red neighbors.

+5      if you end the game with more 

You
-you are yellow-

Other players cannot           your 
blue neighbors.

+5      if you end the game with more 
blue neighbors in your hand than any 

other player.

You
-you are yellow-

Other players cannot           your 
blue neighbors.

+5      if you end the game with more 

You
-you are green-

Other players cannot           your 
green neighbors.

+5      if you end the game with more 
green neighbors in your hand than any 

other player.

You
-you are green-

Other players cannot           your 
green neighbors.

+5      if you end the game with more 

You
-you are purple-

Other players cannot           your 
purple neighbors.

+5      if you end the game with more 
purple neighbors in your hand than any 

other player.

You
-you are purple-

Other players cannot           your 
purple neighbors.

+5      if you end the game with more 
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Switch the neighbor you played with the 
neighbor of an opponent. Both players 
place their new neighbors and use their 

abilities normally.

Call of Dibs
-dibs!-

Trade a neighbor from your hand with a 
neighbor that is available to take 

into your hand.

The Exchanger
-change is everything-

Place this card in front of you.
        +1       if you have 1 gnome.  
        +3       if you have 2 gnomes.
        +6       if you have 3 gnomes.

Promiscuous Gnome
-part of 3-piece garden gnome set-

        +1       if you have 1 gnome.  
        +3       if you have 2 gnomes.
        +6       if you have 3 gnomes.

Place this card in front of you.
        +1       if you have 1 gnome.  
        +3       if you have 2 gnomes.
        +6       if you have 3 gnomes.

Prestigious Gnome
-part of 3-piece garden gnome set-

        +1       if you have 1 gnome.  
        +3       if you have 2 gnomes.
        +6       if you have 3 gnomes.

Place this card in front of you.
        +1       if you have 1 gnome.  
        +3       if you have 2 gnomes.
        +6       if you have 3 gnomes.

Prancing Gnome
-part of 3-piece garden gnome set-

        +1       if you have 1 gnome.  
        +3       if you have 2 gnomes.
        +6       if you have 3 gnomes.

Place this card in front of you.
You get -2       If still available, the last 

player takes Stray Dog.

Stray Dog
-begging, crying and high-pitched whining-

You get -2       If still available, the last 

Play an additional neighbor with a speed 
of 14 or less, draw a card.

Fastfood
-Food for the quick and nimble-

This turn you may place your neighbor 
anywhere in your own picture 
(instead of just the outside).

Space Creator
-timing the spacious-

Place this card in front of you.
You get +2 

Place this card in front of you.

Little Brother
-watching you-
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Choose a spot. No neighbors may be 
placed there this turn.

Line Tape
-people allocator supreme-

Draw two neighbors, then place two 
neighbors from your hand on the bottom 

of the pile.

Bread Bowl Dip
-luring neighbors together-

Hold this card in your hand.
Counts as a neighbor of your own color.

Friend Collector
-keep in touch-

Name a player and a color. That player 
discards all neighbors of that color from 

his hand, then draws that many cards. You 
cannot choose that players’ own color.

Neighbor Divider
-relations get heated at a BBQ-

Draw a neighbor. You now have 
6 neighbors in your hand.

Keg o’ BEER
-making friends for life-

Place this mannequin as an extra neighbor 
without any color or       

Replacement Neighbor
-same thing-

without any color or       


